Abstract.
Proposition 2.1 [L] . Let A be a ring of dimension d, and put B = A [Xx,...,Xn] .
Let M be a B-module of rank r, and denote by Im the (radical) ideal which defines the set of primes of B at which M is not locally free. If (1) ht(/M)>«+l, (2) p(M/IMM) <n,n> max{3, d + r}, then p(M) < t].
Lopez's Corollary 2.2 also holds when A is a universally catenary equidimensional ring.
Corollary. Let A be a universally catenary equidimensional ring of Krull dimension d, set B = A[XX, ... , Xn], let M be a B-module of rank r, and denote by Im the (radical) ideal which defines the set of primes of B at which M is not locally free. Assume that
and n > max{3, d + r, dimB/IM + r+ 1}.
Then p(M) < t].
Proof. This is almost the same proof as in [L] because the only property of affine domain used there was universally catenary equidimensionality. The remaining proof differs substantially from that of [L] . First we remark that n as given in the theorem > 1. If r\ > 3, then n satisfies the conditions set in the corollary and we are done. Therefore, we may assume that n < 2 from now on. There are only two possibilities; r¡ = 1 or n = 2.
When n = 1, r = 0, so M is torsion and Im = radical of Ann M. Hence,
When n = 2, r could be either 0 or 1. If r = 0, M is torsion again and we are done, so the remaining case would be r = 1 ; this implies that d < 1. The theorem now follows from the following lemma which is a bit more general.
Lemma. Let A be a noetherian ring of dim < 1, B = A[XX, ... , Xn]. Let M be a finitely generated B-module of rank r and Im the radical ideal of B which defines the set of primes of b at which M is not locally free. Assume p(M/IMM) <r+l.
Then p(M) <r+l. Proof. Put S = I + Im ■ S is a multiplicatively closed subset of B, and (Im)s is m the Jacobson radical of Bs. p(M/ImM) < r + 1 implies that P(Ms/(Im)¡Ms) <r+l, so Nakayama's lemma shows p(Ms) < r+1. As B isa noetherian ring and M is a finitely generated P-module, there exists an element s e S, i.e., b e Im, s = I + b, such that Ms is (r + 1 )-generated. We can choose the generating set in M, say {mx, ... , mr+x} in M, to generate Mx+b as a P1+¿,-module. Hence there is a surjective map Bf^x -^+ Mx+b -► 0, where the P.+2,-module homomorphism o is defined as follows: if {ex, ... , er+x} is a basis for the free Bx+b -module Bf^bx , o(ex) = mx, ... , tr(er+x) = mr+x . Let K be the kernel. We have the following exact sequence:
(1) o^K^Bf^x^Mx+b^O.
Since b e Im , Mb is a projective module of rank r. We have another exact sequence (2) 0 -> ArM; -^Mb® ArM*b ^Mb^0,
where it is simply the projection on the first factor, ArMb is the rth exterior power of Mb , and Mb* is the dual of Mb , i.e., Mb = Hom(Mb, Bb). Localize at b ; (1) becomes the exact sequence of modules over Bb(X+b)
Since Mb(X+b) is projective, the exact sequence (3) splits, BfA^, ~ Kb®Mb(X+b). Notice a(e¡) = (n¡, tr(e¡)) for some «, e Kb. Taking the (r + l)th exterior power of both sides we get Kb ~ (ArMb*)x+b. Therefore, Bf,rx+Xb, ~ Kb ® 
At, b(l+b)
is commutative because n o y(e¡) = n o (ß, Id) o a(e¡) = m¡ = a(e¡). We can glue the horizontal maps to get a surjective map from P to M, so we are done. The goal of the rest of the proof would be to alter the isomorphism y without violating the commutativity of the above diagram and to make (5) We get y' = yxoy: Bf{rx++Xb] ~ Mb{x+b) © ArM*b{x+b) .
Glue BfA^L over BbK-x+b) and Mb@ArMb over Bb along the isomorphism y' : Bffx+^b) ~ Mb(X+b) © ArM^x+b) to get a projective P-module P'. Since we still have the commutative diagram D©r+1 nb(l+b) (7) A/ft(1+ft)©ArM*(1+ft) M, 6(1+0) M, b(l+b) we can glue the horizontal maps to get a surjective map from P' to M.
The top exterior power, Ar+1P', now is given by gluing Bx+b over Bx+b and Ar+x(Mb © ArMT) over P¿ along the isomorphism Ar+1/. Since Ar+1 (Mb © Af/kfft*) ~ Bb over P6 , Ar+1P' is isomorphic to a projective P-module L' which is given by gluing Bx+b over Bx+b and Bb over P¿, , along with the isomorphism y/' = <f>x+b °A r+V : Bb(l+b) -t?' Ar+l, (Mb{x+b)®ArM*b(X+b)) ~ Bb(x+b) . However, \p' 4>i+b ° Ar+Xy' = <px+b o Ar+Xy • y/~x = y/ • y/~x = 1 this time. Therefore, P' ß®r+i pi mapS on^0 m sayS ihat p(M) < r + 1 .
Remark. (1) To prove the theorem, at one point López had to use Lindel's theorem about extendibility of a projective module over a polynomial ring, which requires the ground ring to be essentially a regular affine ring. That is why he had to put the affineness condition into his theorem.
(2) There are many noetherian rings which are universally catenary and equidimensional but not necessarily affine. For example, any quotient ring of a Cohen-Macauley ring is universally catenary [M, Theorem 17.9] .
